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INTRODUUTION 
Recently, several attempts have been made to construct presheaves 
and sheaves over the spectrum of a noncommutative ring in order to 
generalize, as much as possible, the basic properties of affine schemes, 
cf. [31, WI. 
In this paper we look at the problem in a different way. We want to 
consider torsion theories in the category of presheaves of modules over 
a fixed presheaf of rings. The functorial character of torsion theory, as 
set up by P. Gabriel, cf. [l], and 0. Goldman, cf. [4], invites direct 
generalization. 
On the other hand we also want earlier constructed structure (pre-) 
sheaves, cf. [3], [6], [7], to be the result of localization of a constant 
presheaf. Because of this we are forced to consider certain special torsion 
theories, called local torsion theories. These are locally defined by common 
kernel functors in module categories. 
“Global” kernel functors are interesting too, they shall be dealt with 
in another paper. Here, we derive the basic general theory and apply 
this to local torsion theories in presheaf categories. Our results concerning 
sheaves and sheafification are object of a forthcoming paper. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Methods of localization of modules and rings will be used freely, a 
detailed account may be found in J. Golan’s book, [2]. 
Let (X, Tx) be a topological space and let open(X) be the category 
obtained from (X, Tx) in the canonical way. In the sequel R will be a 
Ring, i.e. a presheaf of rings over the category open(X). Categorical 
language will be misused as usual, i.e. use of E etc. . . . . 
Let U E open(X) ; we write R(U) for the ring of sections over U of 
the presheaf R; R(x) will denote the stalk of R at 2 E X. If V, U E open(X) 
are such that v C U, then, for a presheaf M over open(X), the restriction 
map from U to V will be denoted by e;(M). 
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A global section ,u of R determines a subfunctor p of R, called a Point 
of R, as follows: define p(U) =&R)(p). If V, U E open(X) and V C U 
then : 
eWbW-J)) =eUv@)e%W) =e$(WA =P( 0 
If we define &(,E) to be the restriction of &(R) to ,!z( U) then it is easily 
checked that ,ii is a presheaf of sets. Notation: p E R. 
Product and sum of Points are defined “sectionwise”. The fact that 
the restriction maps &(R) are ring homomorphisms implies that product 
(sum) of Points is a Point. In a similar way Points and scalar multipli- 
cation are defined for an R-Module 2M, i.e. a presheaf over open(X) such 
that H(U) is an R( U)-modul e and such that the restriction maps e;(M) 
are R( U)-linear. 
Let R-Mod be the category of left R-Modules. An R-subModule I of 
R is a left 1cZeuZ of R, this means that I(U) is a left ideal of R(U) for 
every U E open (X) and e;(l) is the restriction of &(R) to I(U). 
LEMZJA 1.1. R-Mod is a Grothendieck category with generator. 
PROOF. Of. [5] H 
For a left Ideal I of R and p E R define 
LEMMA 1.2. (I: p) is a left Ideal of R. 
PROOF. Let x E (I: p)(U). Then we have: 
eW)W(uN E eWW(U)) =eWNW)) C 4 0 
eWW,W)) = e~(R)(z)eUv(R)e~(R)(iu) =eWWde3W~u) = e%WM 0 
Thus e;(R) restricts to a ring homomorphism (I: ,E)( U) + (I: p)(V). 
Obviously, the transitivity relations hold for &(I: ,$ and if V = U the 
identity of R(U) restricts to the identity of (I: p)(U) n 
II. IDEMPOTENT KERNEL FUNCTOR 
In the sequel R will have a unit i E R, i.e. i(U) is the unit of R(U) 
for all U E open(X), R-Modules will always be unitary (sectionwise). Let 
fi be the zero-Point. 
An i&-tent kernel functor or (abusively) torsion theory in R-Mod is 
a functor F such that: 
1” P is a subfunctor of the identity. 
2’ F is left exact. 
3” F(M/F(M))=G for every M E R-Mod. 
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An R-Module M is F-torsion if F(M) = M and M is said to be F-torsion 
free if F(M)=G. 
Suppose we are given an idempotent kernel functor F(U) in R( U)-mod, 
for every U E open(X). Let V, U E open(X) be such that V C U and 
suppose we are given M E R(U)-mod, M’ E R( V)-mod and a semilinear 
map, f : M --f M’, with respect to e;(R) : R(U) --+ R(V). 
Li: the following diagram is commutative, 
M 
f 
+M’ 
T 
F( U)M PB 
res f 
F( V)M’ 
Let Mu, Mb be R(U) -modules and let Mv, Mb be R(V)-modules such 
that we have a commutative diagram: 
MU f l MV 
where gu, gv are R(U), 
4 
gu gv 
4 
Mb f’ >M; 
R( V)-linear resp. and where f, f’ are semilinear 
with respect to e:(R) : R(U) + R(V). 
La: the following diagram is commutative, 
J’( UWu 
res f 
+ F(V)Mv 
/ I 
4 J- 
F( W&I p--------f F( V)M; 
res f’ 
where the vertical arrows exist by functoriality of F(U), F(V). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If for every U E open(X) and F(U) is given in such 
a way that Li and La are satisfied, then there exists a (unique) idempotent 
kernel functor F in R-Mod such that for every M E R-Mod, F(M)(U) = 
=WWWU)). 
PROOF. If we take f=&(M) in Li then it follows without difficulties 
that a subpresheaf F(M) of M may be defined by F(M)(U) = F(U)(M(U)) 
and semilinearity of res f implies that F(M) E R-Mod. From LB we deduce 
that F is a subfunctor of the identity. Taking sections over U E open(X) 
is an exact fun&or from R-Mod to R( U)-mod, hence left exactness of F 
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follows from left exactness of J’(U) for all U E open(X). Moreover, since 
M/F(M) is a presheaf we get: for every U E open(X) 
F(MIF(M))(U)=F(U)((MIF(M))(U)) 
=F(U)(M(U)/F(U)(M(U)))=O. n 
DEFINITION. A kernel fun&or P given by {F(U), U E open(X)) 
satisfying ~51 and LZ is called a local kernel fun&or. 
COROLLARY. The ring homomorphism e;(R) induces a functor 6; from 
R( U)-tors to R(V)-tors (the lattices of idempotent kernel functors in 
R( U)-mod, R( V)-mod reap.). If F is local then F(V) > @F F( U). This follows 
immediately if one takes M = M’ and f = 1~ in the diagram for LI. 
EXAMPLE. Let A be a left Noetherian ring with unit and put X = Spec A. 
Equip X with the Zariski topology, i.e. open sets are of the form 
Xl = (2’ E X, P $I I} for an ideal I of A. Define idempotent kernel functors 
01 on A-mod by their filter of left ideals T(ur) = (R left ideal of A, B 3 In 
for some 12 > o}. Let R be the constant Ring, R(U) = A for all U E open(X), 
then the (~1, Xl E open(X)) dehn e a local torsion theory in R-Mod. For 
details on this example cf. [6]. 
If X= ut Ut is an open covering of X. Let Rt be the restriction of 
the presheaf R to Ut. Consider torsion theories Ft in Rg-Mod such that, 
for all M E R-Mod: 
then there exists an F in R-Mod such that F(M)1 Ut = F4(Ml US). The proof 
of this is straightforward verification. 
Let U E open(X), M R-Mod. In the sequel we will abuse notation and 
write MIU where (MIU) x is meant, i.e. from now on MI U is the R-Module 
obtained by extension by zero outside U of the restriction of M to U; 
hence, (MI U)(V) = M( U n V) for arbitrary V E open(X). 
A torsion theory F is said to be contractible if, for all U E open (X): 
F(M)IU=F(MI U). Contractible functors have been included here for 
completeness sake, they become important when globally defined kernel 
functors are considered. 
A set 9 consisting of left Ideals of R is said to be an idempotent jilter if: 
i) If IE9, PER then (I:p)~9. 
ii) If 1 is a left Ideal such that there exists a R E 9 such that for all 
,GEK, (I:p)~Ythen 1~2’. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If 9 is an idempotent filter, then: 
lo 1 E 9, I C R implies R E 9. 
2’ I,KE~P then InK~22’. 
PROOF. 1' Take b E 1. For every U E open(X) and 2 E R(U), s$( U) E 
EI(U) CK(U). Hence (K:p)(U)=R(U) for all Unopen, therefore 
(K: ,E) = R. If one takes ,E =Ti then i) implies that R E 9, then by ii) 
K E A? follows. 
2’ Take p E K. Then: 
((I n K) : ,E)( U) = {x E R(U), q(U) E (I n K)(U)> 
= {cc E R(U), s+(U) E I(U) n K(U)} 
=(I: p)(U) n (K: ,d)(U)=(I: p)(U). 
By i), ((I n K) : p) E 9 for all p E K and by ii) it follows that K n I E 9 n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P be an idempotent kernel functor. 
The class of P-torsion R-Modules is closed under taking subModules, 
homomorphic images, direct sums and extensions. The class of P-torsion 
free R-Modules is closed under taking subModules, direct products, 
injective hulls and isomorphic copies. 
PROOF : Verification. Note that in a Grothendieck category with gener- 
ator, injective hulls do exist and they may be characterized as minimal 
essential extensions which are injective H 
Let F be an idempotent kernel functor, define L?(F) = (1 left Ideal of 
R such that F(R/I) = R/I}. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M E R-Mod. The following statements are equivalent 
for a Point p EM: 
lo ,ii~ F(M). 
2” There is an I E L?(F) such that 1,~ =o. 
PROOF. lo =+2" Put I=Ann p=(6: ,E). Then, 
(R/I)(U)=R(U)/I(U) z R(U),cz(U), R/I gg R,ii. 
This yields F(R/I)= R/I and I E Z(F). 
2O ==s lo If Ip =B, then I C (0: p) and R,ii is isomorphic to a homo- 
morphic image of R/I. By Lemma 2.3. it follows that F(Rp)= Rp and 
R,tzC F(M) n 
The following properties of P(F) are easily verified: 
lo For every ,JZ E R, I E 9(F), (I: p) E .9(F). 
2’ I E P(F), I C K implies K E A?(F). 
3’ I, K E S?(F), then I n K E L?(F). 
4” I E 9(F), K C I such that F(I/K)=I/K then K E Y(F)* 
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However A?‘(F) does not necessarily satisfy condition ii) for an idem- 
potent filter, it can be shown, however that a local kernel fun&or has 
this property. Recall that a presheaf is said to be @by if its restric- 
tion morphisms are surjective maps. If R is a flabby Ring, M E R-Mod, 
then the Points of M give rise to a flabby R-Module, denoted by PM, in 
the obvious way. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be flabby ans suppose that .9(F) is an idempotent 
filter, then S(F) has a filterbasis consisting of flabby left ideals. 
PROOF. Let IEg(F) and denote by 4 the flabby left Ideal of R 
characterized by 1(X)=1(X). For any ,LZ E I we have p E 4 and thus 
(I: fi) = R. Since R E 9(F), property ii) for an idempotent filter yields 
IL!?(F) a 
III. F-INJECTIVE MODULES 
An E E R-Mod is said to be F-injective if any diagram (*) : 
0 -N--tM-,MIN-0 
with M, N E R-Mod, exact top row, and F(M/N)= M/N may be com- 
pleted by g to make it commutative. E is Pointwise F-injective if the 
existence of g is required only under the additional condition that M/N 
be a flabby Module. 
If g is unique with the property that it extends f to M then E is faith- 
fully (Pointwise) F-injective. An M E R-Mod is said to be Pointwise F- 
torsion free if 6 is the unique Point of F(M) ; it is Pointwise F-torsion 
if F(M) = M and M is flabby. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a flabby Ring, then equivalently: 
lo E is Pointwise F-injective and Pointwise F-torsion free. 
2” E is faithfully Pointwise F-injective. 
PROOF. Consider the diagram (*) and suppose that lo holds. Suppose 
that gl #gz extend f to M. For some U E open(X) and some x E JU( U), 
g1(~)(~)#gz(~)(~). Put y= 2 mod N(U). Since M/N is flabby, choose a 
Point 0 E M/N such that ir( U) = y. Let ,ii E M be such that Y =p mod N(X). 
Then, because n respects presheaf restriction morphisms, we obtain that 
p(U) maps to y under n(U). Therefore, p(U) = z+ z for some z E N(U) 
and thus: 
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Hence g$ cannot coincide with gzji. On the other hand IF C N for some 
I E 9(F) because IJ=G in M/N. This entails that gip-gzp is a Point 
of E such that I(g$-g@)=Ti, i.e. g$-gzp is a Point of F(E) hence 
g1j.i = gzp contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that 2’ holds and consider PF(E). Since PF(E) 
is flabby and F-torsion it follows that the zero-map G + E extends in 
a unique way to an R-linear map PF(E) --f E. By the uniqueness of it 
this has to be the zero-map, therefore PF(E)=G n 
If F is local, we have a similar property: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be an arbitrary Ring and suppose that F is 
either local or contractible, then the following statements, for E E R-Mod, 
are equivalent : 
lo E is F-injective and F-torsion free. 
2’ E is faithfully F-injective. 
PROOF. The implication 2’ =s- 1 ’ is obvious in both cases. lo +- 2’. 
CASE 1. F is local. 
Consider the diagram (*) and suppose that gi and gz are different 
extensions of f to M, i.e. there exists a U E open(X) and z E M(U) -N(U) 
such that gl( U)(z) #g2( U)(x). I+ om F(U)(M(U)/N(U))=M(U)/N(U) we 
derive that I(U)z C N(U) for some I(U) E LZ(F(U)). Hence, gl(U)(z) - 
-gz(U)(z) is in F(U)(E(U))=F(E)(U)=O, contradiction. 
CAKE 2. F is contractible. Let gi, gz, U, x be as before. We obtain the 
diagram (*) 1 U: 
G ,NIU-y/U--+M(U/N(U-iLi 
I 
flu /‘uJ 
J 
EIU 
where (dl/N)( U) = Ml U/N1 U is F-torsion because F is contractible, 
whereas EIU is F-torsion free for the same reason. Now x defines a Point 
of MIU, f say, and 12 C NIU for some I E L?(F). Again, g~lU(i!)-g2jU(Z) 
is a Point of El U and since F(EI U) =8, this Point cannot be annihilated 
by I unless gllU(Z)=gzlU(Z). But then g1(U)x=g2(U)x contradicts the 
choice of 2 n 
If R is a flabby Ring then Pointwise F-injectivity is a property that 
may be investigated by looking at left Ideals I of L?(F) only. Indeed: 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a flabby Ring. An R-Module E is Pointwise 
F-injective if and only if every diagram: 
O-I-/R 
1 
h /g 
/ 
E 
with I E S(F) may be completed by g: R + E to make it into a commu- 
tative diagram. 
PROOF. Since R is flabby, R/I is flabby for every I E 9(F). Hence 
if E is Pointwise F-injective then g exists. Conversely, consider the 
following exact sequence in R-Mod: 
where M/N is F-torsion and flabby. Given f : N -+ E. Choose a maximal 
element (N’, f’) in the set {(N”, f”), N C N” CM, f”: N” --f E, f”jN=f}. 
Clearly, the fact that M/N is flabby yields that N +PM is mapped onto 
M/N by SZ, hence M= N+ PM. We will prove that N’ contains all Points 
of M, then from N’ 3 N it will follow that N’= M. 
Let fl E M and put I = (0: np), Then R/I s Rnp as left R-Modules. It 
is clear that Ip C N and that I = (N: p). Define h(V): I(V) + E(V) by 
a --f f( V)(up( V)); the presheaf homomorphism h thus defined is R-linear. 
By the assumptions made, there exists an R-morphism g* ; 
The unit Point i of R maps to f E E under g* and for every U E open(X), 
a E I(U) we have that 
h(U)(a)=g*(U)(a)=ug*(U)(l)=uq(U). 
Let N+ Rp be the R-Module generated by N and ,ii. 
Define g: N+R,ii + E by: 
g(U)(Y+a(U)P(U))=f(U)(Y)+a(U)r?(U); 
for y E N(U), a(U) E R(U). Then g is well-defined because, if a( U),G( U) E 
E N(U), i.e. ME I(U) then: 
f(U)(a(U)p(U))=h(U)(a(U))=g*(U)(a(U))=a(U)??(U). 
Obviously, g is R-linear since g(U) is R( U)-linear and g\N = f. Therefore 
p E N’ and N’ = M follows w 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F be an idempotent kernel functor and let 
0 -+ E’ -+ E + E” -+ ii be an exact sequence of R-Modules such that E 
is F-injective and E” is F-torsion free, then E’ is F-injective. 
PROOF. Consider the following diagram with exact rows: 
where, for given f’, there is an f with f IN = if’, while f” is obtained by 
formation of quotients. 
By assumption, F(M/N) = M/N, th en, because F(E”) = 6, it follows that 
Im f”=a, i.e. f(M) C E’ what proves that E’ is F-injective n 
COROLLARY. If R is flabby, E is Pointwise F-injective and E” Pointwise 
F-torsion free then E’ is Pointwise F-injective. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F be either local or contractible and let 8 -+ E’ + 
-+ E -+ E” + 8, be an exact sequence in R-Mod, where E’ is F-injective, 
E” is F-torsion and E is an essential extension of E’ which is F-torsion 
free, then E=E’. 
PROOF. From Proposition 3.2. We derive that the identity of E’ 
extends in a unique way to a morphism f : E -+ E’ which has to be injective 
because Kerf n E’ =& and such that we have a commutative diagram 
E 
1E’ 
/I 
f 
ij+p-~ 
therefore E = E’ n 
COROLLARY. A similar proposition holds in the Pointwise-case, for 
arbitrary F but a flabby Ring R. The proof is similar but uses Proposition 
3.1. instead of 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F be either local or contractible. Let N’ C N C M be 
R-Modules such that M/N and N/N’ are F-torsion Modules. Let f : N + E 
be an R-homomorphism, where E E R-Mod is F-torsion free such that 
f 1 N’ extends to an R-homomorphism f * : M --+ E. Then f also extends to 
an R-homomorphism from M to E. 
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PROOF. Consider the diagram: 
Both f and /*IN extend /IN’. Since E is F-torsion free and N/N’ ia F-torsion 
the proof follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 3.2. w 
COROLLARY. The Pointwise version for arbitrary F and flabby R holds 
too, its proof goes like Proposition 3.1. 
Iv. MODULES AND RXNGS OF QUOTIENTS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be an idempotent kernel fun&or which is either 
local or contractible, let M E R-Mod be F-torsion free. 
Then M may be embedded in a faithfully F-injective R-Module Ep 
such that Ep/M is F-torsion. Moreover, EF is, up to isomorphism in 
R-Mod, unique with this property. 
PROOF. Let E be an injective hull of M, then F(E)=0 by Lemma 2.3. 
Since E is F-injective, applying Proposition 3.2. yields that E is faithfully 
F-injective. Consider the exact sequence in R-Mod: 
and define EF to be the inverse image under z of P(E/M). By definition 
we have E/Ep = (E/M)/F(E/M). Therefore F(E/EF) = 0 and Proposition 3.4. 
yields that EF is faithfully F-injective. On the other hand Ep/M G F(E/M) 
is P-torsion. 
Suppose that E’ contains M such that E’/M is F-torsion while E’ is 
faithfully F-injective. Then E’ is isomorphic to a submodule E” of EF 
which contains M. Since Ep is F-torsion free and an essential extension 
of E”, the latter being faithfully F-injective, we may apply Lemma 3.5. 
and conclude that EF= E”, i.e. E’ e Ep 1 
$01: any M R-Mod we can construct EF(M/F(M)). This R-module 
together with the canonical morphism iki + Ep(M/F(M)), is called the 
Module of quotknts of M at F, it will be denoted by &p(M). 
So, if F is either local or contractible, QF deties a covariant functor 
in R-Mod which is easily seen to be left semi-exact, moreover we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. QF is left exact. 
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PROOF. Formally the same as for the classical case of localization in 
module categories, cf. [2]. H 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a flabby Ring, P any idempotent kernel 
fun&or and let M E R-Mod be P-torsion free. Then M may be embedded 
in a Pointwise faithfully P-injective R-Module EPF such that EPF/M is 
Pointwise F-torsion. Up to isomorphism in R-Mod, ELF is unique with 
this property. 
PROOF. Similar as for Theorem 4.1. De&ne EPF to be the R-subModule 
of E which maps onto PF(E/M) under z One checks that E/EPF is Point- 
wise F-torsion free as follows: F((E/M)/PF(E/M)) = F(E/M)/PF(E/M) 
because PF(E/M) C F(E/M); th us it is clear that PF((E/M)/PF(E/M)) =G 
hence PF(E/EPF)=O. Then one procedes as before. n 
For any M E R-Mod, R a flabby Ring, we can construct E~F(M/FM). 
This R-Module, together with the canonical morphism is called the 
Pointwise Module of quotients of M at F. 
Now we are able to talk about localization in essentially two cases: 
lo For arbitrary R, where F is local or contractible. 
2’ For flabby R and arbitrary F, Pointwise localization exists. 
We will content ourselves here to deal with the case where F is a local 
kernel functor. 
The Local Case 
In the sequel F is a local kernel functor and R will be a flabby Ring. 
We say that F reduces R if Ker e;(R) C F( U)(R( U)) for every U, V E 
E open(X) with V C U. 
Use of the term “reduce” may be justified by the fact that the condition 
imposed assures that the ring homomorphisms e;(R) are final torsion 
reductions with respect to F(U), F(V), as described in [7]. If F reduces 
R then F(U)(R(U)) is exactly the inverse image of F( U)(R( V)) under 
&(R) and from ,@F ( U) <F(V), cf. Proposition 2.1. Corollary, it follows 
that &R/F(R)), which decomposes as: 
(*c) NW’(WW)) 5 WWVP(V + WW’VW( V) 
is surjective. This entails that R/F(R) is a flabby Ring and the canonical 
Ring epimorphism R --f R= R/F(R) determines an idempotent kernel 
fun&or s in R-Mod as follows: (&( U) = FYU), where FQU) is the functor 
induced by F(U) in R(U)/F(U)R(U)-mod. i is local by construction. 
Since F reduces R, it follows from (*) (and using results on reductions 
in [7]) that there exists a canonical ring homomorphism: 
&FW)(R(U)) + &wMV/T)) extending eWWR)), 
such that &u)(R(U)) E &F(u)(R(V)) for all V C U in open(X). 
23 Indagationes 
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Thus, we have constructed an R-Module Q which is a Ring and which 
is clearly F-torsion free. Moreover, because morphisms of presheaves are 
defined “sectionwise”, Q is F-injective. By construction, Q/R is F-torsion. 
Uniqueness of &F(R) entails Q = &p(R), we proved: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let F be a local kernel functor that reduces R, then 
&F(R) is a Ring. The Ring structure of &F(R) is uniquely determined by 
its R-Module structure. 
NOTE. 1. &F(R) is in a natural way an R/F(R)-Module containing 
R/F(R). Moreover $(&p(R)) =O and &F(R) is j-injective by construction, 
hence &F(R) =Qp(R/F(R)) z QF@). We may therefore say that R + R 
is a Torsion reduction, generalizing the concept of [7] to the presheaf 
theory. 
2. It can be shown that if R/F(R) is a sheaf and l&n F(Us)=F(iJt Ut), 
the inverse limit being taken for diagrams obtained from @F and usual 
ordering of kernel functors, then &p(R) is a sheaf of rings. One of the 
main results of [6] follows immediately from this. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let F be a local kernel functor reducing R and let 
M E n(R). Then &F(M) is given by QF(M)( U) = QF&M( U)), U Eopen(X). 
&F(M) is in a natural way a &F(R)-Module and this structure is uniquely 
determined by its R-Module structure. 
PROOF. Put Q(U) = QF&M( U)). Denote @F(U) by F’(U). Let V C U 
in open(X) and consider QF&M( V)). First note that the R( U)-module 
structure of QF(u)(M( I’)) is in fact given as an R( I’)-module structure 
via R(U)+R(V); indeed if A E Ker RF and x E QF(u)(M( V)) then Ax= o 
because Ker RF CF(U)(R(U)), hence AZE F(U)(Qp~~~(M(V))=o. Now 
QF(u)(M( I’)) is an R( V)-module which is F( U)-injective, therefore it is 
also F'( U)-injective; indeed, if we are given a diagram in R( I’)-mod: 
where N/N’ is F'( U)-torsion, then N/N’ is F(U)-torsion as an R(U)- 
module, therefore f, which is also R( U)-linear extends to an R(U)-linear 
g: N -+ QF&V( V)), but since N as well as QF(&M( V)) are R( V)-modules 
we have that g is R(V)-linear. Note that 
M(~)lF(U)(M(~))=M(‘V)IP’(V)(M(~)). 
Since QFwW( WFWW VI is F(U)-torsion and an R( I’)-module it 
is F'( U)-torsion. Moreover, QF&M( I’)) is clearly F’(U)-torsion free, so 
resuming all this: QF&M( V)) = QF,(uJ(M( V)). 
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It follows then that 42:: M(U) + M( I’) extends to a unique R(U)- 
linear morphism : 
s;: QFWW(U)) --f QF(U)(M(V))=QF’(U)(M(V)) --+ QFdw~)). 
One easily checks that this defines a presheaf Q containing H/P@!) = M’, 
in such a way that Q/M’ is P-torsion while Q is P-torsion free. 
To check whether Q is F-injective it suffices to take sections over 
U E open(X), hence by the uniqueness of &F(M) with the listed properties 
it follows that Q = &p(M). Local considerations easily yield the uniqueness 
of the &F(R)-Module structure as desired. w 
Exactness of QF will be equivalent to exactness of &p(u) for all 
U E open (X). Therefore investigation of “global” property (T), [cf. [4] 
for definition of property (T)], is easy, it runs along the lines of the proofs 
in module categories, this is left to the reader. However it is more 
interesting to consider property (2’) in the sheaf-theory i.e. consider P 
having property (T’) : .F( U) has property (T) for all U in a basis of the 
topology of X. This holds, for example, for the spectrum of a commutative 
ring with its Zariski topology. Some theorems in [6], [8] may then be 
restated as theorems about T-functors in sheaf-categories. We hope to 
clarify this in a forthcoming paper. 
V. SOME EXAMPLES 
1. Let R be a constant Ring with R(U) =A for all U E open(X) and 
let P be a local kernel functor on R-Mod. Let u be an idempotent kernel 
functor in A-mod. Suppose that P reduces R, for example take A to be 
a prime ring. To o there corresponds an idempotent kernel functor GF(U) 
in QFW)(R(U)) -mod, cf. [2], which may be defined very nicely if certain 
compatibility conditions, cf. [9], are satisfied. If we put F(o)(U) =CJF(U) 
then P(o) defines a local kernel functor in &F(R)-Mod. The relation 
between (T and F(o) gives rise to a lot of local-global theorems. Especially 
if R/F(R) is a sheaf and F a sheaf of kernel functors (cf. Note 2 after 
Theorem 4.4.) then the relation between 0 and F(a) may be studied by 
looking at the “stalks” of F(o), so if X= Spec A with its Zariski topology 
then this comes down to studying the relation between (T and {G, z being 
the symmetric functor GA-P for a prime ideal P of A}. 
2. Again let R be a constant Ring. Let X be A-sp, i.e. the set of prime 
kernel functors in A-mod, with its basic order topology, cf. [3], i.e. to 
an ideal 1 of A is associated. The torsion theory E(R/I), which is the 
minimal torsion theory for which R/I is torsion. Then F(I) = t(R/I) defines 
a kernel fun&or on R-Mod. 
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